By TONY THOMAS "Current policies of the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) have reversed the revolutionary process in China, and have taken China back on the path of capital­ ist development. The concessions granted to the [Chi­ nese] bourgeoisie by the policy of New Democracy had paved the way for a new ruling class to emerge and gain ascendancy. It differed in form from the old rul­
ing class, but its capitalist essence re­ mained identical." Thus, the Progressive Labor Party (PLP), in the November issue of its magazine Progressive Labor, brands Maoist China, which it once held up as the model of "Marxism-Leninism­ Stalinism" and socialism, as a capi­ talist state. This follows PLP's similar reversal in 1966 of its position on the Soviet Union. By TONY THOMAS "Workers assembling coal pulverizers in Shanghai plant. Industrial development is made possible by China's planned economy—the basic conquest of the revolution which remains intact and to which PLP shuts its eyes.
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**Gordon**:

The power structure decided that they couldn't tolerate radicals in the embodiment of their idea, quite poor, Black and minority people any longer—regardless how many human lives had to be lost. They made this decision based on the fact that they had to demonstrate authority and power and this thing would never happen.

It should be clear to anyone who has a critical mind. There has to be reason, that murder was committed. The inmates had no weapons. They indicated to the prison officials that they did not intend to harm the hostages, that they just wanted to discuss the issues, demand removal of hostages, and were being prejudiced. It was the hostages who resulted the hostages would be allowed to be set free through acts of the prison officials and not acts of their own.

The autocrats have proven that to be a fact.

Attica showed that the government, the president, the men in charge of the lives of hundreds of thousands of people all over New York State are capable, at any moment, of committing cold-blooded murder without blinking an eye and that the only way to try and vindicate themselves by lying and suppressing the truth is to make blue-ribbon committees by doing all the things that in the past have fooled the people, that they may get to the position where we are now.

I think it's pure murder. It will happen again unless something is done, and I'm quite sure that it doesn't mean the end of our protests, demonstrations and actions and the involvement by the people.

---
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...without law, to the social inequities and distortions of human potential and character that are rooted in the capitalist system.

The presence of this country exist for one reason only—to try to terrorize people into accepting an inhumane, irrational social system based on maintaining the rights of the few over the majority. Our capitalism has been maintained, once it is replaced by a system which can absorb the needs of the many rather than the profits of a tiny handful, once we have eradicated all the fear and cold-blooded murder, and need this human potential which flow from this inhuman system and the institutions that prop it up, there will be no need for prisons. The very social system that has created and defined crime will have been eliminated.

But only a revolutionary upheaval powerful enough to take power out of the hands of the capitalists and confiscate and place it in the hands of the most oppressed and exploited—the workers, the prisoners, the Black community, the women, the drafters—only such a fundamental reorganization of society can bring about the necessary changes. That is the reason for this work. It is ultimately working.


...that racism that poison, like proletarian revolutions, occur in a climate of rising racial and class conflicts. The sun is rising that have added, with even greater insight, that the prison<br>revolt more or less reflects the growing modernist system in its death agony.

The names of the individuals who struggled and died at Attica and San Quentin and in the other prisons of America, will go down in history alongside the names of men like Malcolm X as heroes of the masses in the coming American revolution.

---
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